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KATHY COLLINS 
Reading Workshops for
Real Classrooms
Don't miss our 2013 Fall
Workshop
featuring national
reading workshop
scholar Kathy Collins. 
Saturday, November 9
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the IPS Butler Lab School
Drawing on her popular books
Growing Readers and Reading for
Real, Kathy will help teachers in
grades 1-5 see how to coach students
to become effective readers,
developing flexible literacy skills that
they can use to comprehend and
enjoy texts at any age. 
Get more information or register.
PETER JOHNSTON 
Opening Minds with
Teacher Language
Peter Johnston, author of
the best-selling books
Opening Minds and
Choice Words, will lead
our 2014 Winter
Workshop. 
Saturday, February 22
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Butler University, Jordan Hall
This workshop is ideal for all educators
in grades K-16. More information, and
registration, coming soon. Watch your
inbox for details!
Save the Date
"Open mic" student reading
will be held November 14 at
Indy Reads Books
We will host a
student reading
this fall, inviting
students in grades
K-8 to read aloud
stories, essays,
poems or articles
that they've written.
A limited number of
spaces are
available to readers on a first come,
first served basis. If your student(s)
would like to participate, please
complete and return the permission
slip. Download it now. 
 
4 Craft Strategies to Notice in 
The Leaving Morning (and why)
by Julie Patterson, writer-in-residence
Writing workshop teachers use exemplary texts
("touchstone texts") in the curriculum. We read these
texts over and over with students, invite students to
share what they notice about the craft of these texts,
point out new craft strategies that students are ready
to comprehend, and invite students to try using these
or similar strategies in their own writing.
 
 
The best touchstone texts are
sophisticated enough to work
across multiple grade and
comprehension levels. One of the
first -- and still one of the most
frequent --touchstone texts that I
used was The Leaving Morning by
Angela Johnson. Here are just a
few of the brilliant craft strategies my students and I
have discovered in it:
Repetition
It's easy to spot repetition in The Leaving Morning,
most notably the title phrase itself, but the fun part of
noticing this with students is hearing their hypotheses
as to why author Angela Johnson chose to repeat this
phrase. "She wanted to show it wasn't just any old
day," said one third grader.
 
A fifth grade student read even deeper. "Because
that's how it feels to move. You can't stop thinking
about it. Leaving just keeps bouncing around in your
head all the time."
 
Readers will also notice other repeated lines and
phrases. The key to using repetition effectively in your
own writing, however, is in thinking about exactly why
those words and phrases were chosen by the author.
What is the author trying to convey in those words?
Why are they important enough to repeat? When
students can form smart hypotheses about why the
author of the touchstone text used repetition, they can
make the next move to using repetition with intention
in their own work. 
Word Choice
One of my favorite conversations with middle and
upper grade students often stems from our
conversation about repetition. As Angela Johnson
describes the leaving morning, she repeats slight
variations of the phrase I left cold lips on the window.
The first time this phrase appears, it is written "We
pressed our faces against the hall window and left
cold lips on the pane." I ask students what a window
pane is, and often they don't know. Why did Angela
Johnson use a word that her audience might not
know the meaning of? Why didn't she just say glass
or window? Because the perfect word here is pane.
It's no accident that it sounds like pain. This sentence
appears in the opening lines of the story, and this one
word, pane, is pivotal in setting the tone and mood.
As readers, we know right away that the leaving in
this story is going to be painful, sad. 
Onomatopoeia or Sound Effects
Students who want to show off how smart they are
like to use the term onomatopoeia in this
conversation, because they know that's a vocabulary
word they are supposed to know in language arts. I,
on the other hand, prefer to talk about sound effects
or sound words, because honestly I can't spell
onomatopoeia to write it on a noticing chart. (And
seriously, I have the highest degree attainable in
creative writing and have never used the word
onomatopoeia even once outside of an elementary
school language arts class.) Like in the other
conversations described, what is important to me is
that students can articulate why Angela Johnson put
the sound of the street sweeper at the beginning of
the story, "Sssshhhshsh..." What does that sound
effect add to the story or reveal about it?
 
When I asked one fourth grade class, I heard, "It's
like the shhh sound, so we know it will be a quiet
story."
 
"-Or a sad story. It's like the author is crying and
someone is comforting her."
 
"Maybe she's going somewhere where they don't
have street sweepers, so that's what she'll remember
about the old place years from now."
 
I don't know about you, but I'd sure rather hear writers
talk like that about literature than be able to recall the
word onomatopoeia. 
Unnamed Main Character
This is my favorite craft strategy in The Leaving
Morning, because I didn't honestly notice it until a
classroom of fifth graders brought it to my attention.
Maybe because I am a memoirist myself, I assumed
the "I" character in the story was Angela Johnson, but
one astute group of students pointed out that she
could have slipped her name into the text somewhere
but chose not to. "That's strange, isn't it?" I said. "I
wonder why she wouldn't have put a name in there to
make it clear whether this is fiction or non-fiction."
 
A wise student answered, "It doesn't matter if it's true
or not. She doesn't want you to know who the main
character is, because lots of kids have had to move
before, and she wants you to imagine yourself in the
story. She wants you to feel like it's about you."
 
I was speechless. I love it when the students teach
me.
My goal in all of the conversations about craft
strategies is to help students see that what an author
puts on the page is a choice, a decision. Even when
we write non-fiction, we choose which facts to present
and which ones to leave out as a way of shaping the
story the way we want it. We lead the readers where
we want them to go. 
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